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Article 229

USE OF THE LINER METHOD FOR STRATA SEAL
OFF IN WELL REHABILITATION
BACKGROUND:
Since the beginning of drilling, the need to seal-off stratas of undesirable inflow has been necessary. In
the oil field this was done to seal-off layers of salt water that contaminated petroleum production. In
water wells it has been done to prevent intrusion of bacterially, chemically or minerally contaminated
water from entering otherwise potable or arable water wells.
Department of Water Resources Bulletin 74-81 in Appendix B "SUGGESTED METHODS FOR
SEALING THE ANNULAR SPACE AND FOR SEALING OFF STRATA," describes two methods of
sealing off strata in already cased and sealed wells.
1. The "Pressure Grouting Method."
2. The "Liner Method." 1
In the "Liner Method," a liner about two inches less in diameter than the casing is installed in the
strata to be sealed. The annulus ten feet above and below the offending layer is then sealed with approved
sealing material.
Throughout California where annular seals have either failed or where contaminated stratas of water enter
a well below an otherwise perfectly good annular seal, this method has been used to restore wells to a
usable state and to prevent the contaminated strata from communicating with clean strata. In this capacity
the "liner method" has served to protect aquifers in general, as well as specific wells.
Discussion:
Wells drilled in the mountainous "hard rock'' areas of California often are not cased to the bottom.
Ten inch or larger holes are drilled into "hard rock" or competent rock layers where the well is cased and
sealed, frequently using 6" casing. Thereafter, drilling resumes to total depth with a bit small enough to
fit inside the newly installed casing, and what will become a conductor casing in the event of a strata seal
off using the "liner method." After sufficient water is found the well is developed and left uncased from
the bottom of the conductor casing to the bottom of the well. (See attached figure.) Occasionally
bacteriological or other water quality testing subsequent to driliing and sealing the annular space indicates
contamination, from portions of the well below the original annular seal. To remedy the situation well
rehabilitation using the ''liner method" of sealing off strata described in Appendix B of Bulletin 74-81 is
employed.
This is usually very effective. However, it can have some undesirable consequences. First, the strata
seal-off can result in all or most of the well's water supply being cut off. It is essential, therefore, to have
accurate information about the various depths at which water is entering the well in addition to knowing
where the bottom of the casing is. If the only water-bearing strata is the contaminated one, then sealing it
off is not going to do the well owner any good.
The second thing that can happen is that the strata seal-off is unsuccessful. It may seal off one strata of
water but leave another lower strata of contaminated water still open to the well. In sealing off strata one
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